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PRESS RELEASE

Phillip Allen and Dan Coombs have asked over 100 artists to make paintings of the nude. Many of the paintings will be unseen before the hang, and the artists hope the show will create a rich network of images that will establish a context for representation of the body in contemporary painting.

In recent decades the idea of the nude has been in decline in art-school: life drawing is no longer practiced widely, ideas and research are currently preeminent. The tradition of teaching painting in British art schools has grown out of non-referential painting, abstraction and formalism; and the objective, realist tradition of painting the figure died with Euan Uglow.

Would it not be apposite then, to take a look at this neglected genre? The nude seems ripe for a reawakening; it is an implicitly psychological genre, tapping directly into the artistic psyche.

The show is an aesthetic experiment presenting a comprehensive range of responses to the subject. In part, Coombs and Allen’s interest lies in the idea of imposing a subject onto the participating artists, or taking away the normal responsibility the artist necessarily has for their subject. Or, giving to particular artists a subject they perhaps not normally deal with, as many of the participating artists are abstract painters.

The subject is vast and the nude is a fundamental subject for Western Art, or the art of any culture. The nude, along with the sublime landscape or the dramatic portrait, is one of the few truly universal subjects. In Coombs’ words, ‘the distinction between the naked and the nude is like the difference between the represented and the real. The nude body I take as the naked body in a state of representation. Either through being posed or painted, the nude is never fully naked - the body has something projected on to it, it is made to stand for something. Through gesture, through deportment, through atmosphere, the nude is made to embody an idea, a feeling, a philosophy, a way of being’.
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NOTES TO EDITORS:


• **WIMBLEDON space** (formerly the gallery at Wimbledon) was established in 2004. It contributes to and builds upon the strong emphasis and tradition of practice and research within the College through the promotion and dissemination of the visual arts in this context. The exhibition programme reflects the specialist subjects on offer within the College, Fine Art and Theatre Design, and a particular focus on Drawing.

• **Wimbledon College of Art** has a century-long heritage as one of the UK’s leading art institutions. With a first-class reputation, the College fosters a creative community in which students develop at foundation, undergraduate and postgraduate levels, with the unique guidance and expertise of tutors who continue to practice as professional artists, designers and researchers.

• **University of the Arts London** was the first dedicated arts institution in the UK to achieve university status. A creative constellation lighting up 22 sites across London, from Oxford Street, to the Archway, to Hackney, Wimbledon and Southwark, the University brings together six of the world’s most famous art and design colleges. They are:

  • Camberwell College of Arts
  • Central Saint Martins College of Art and Design (incorporating Drama Centre and Byam Shaw School of Art)
  • Chelsea College of Art and Design
  • London College of Communication (formerly London College of Printing)
  • London College of Fashion (incorporating Cordwainers)
  • Wimbledon College of Art (formerly Wimbledon School of Art)

• **PRESS ONLY:** For high resolution images (300dpi+) and for further information about **WIMBLEDON space**, please contact wimbledonspace@wimbledon.arts.ac.uk